The paper addresses the implementation of general constraint boundary conditions for a system of equations by the p-version of the finite element method. By constraint boundary conditions we mean conditions where some relation between the components is prescribed at the boundary. Optimal error bounds are proven.
Introduction.
There is a large variety of boundary conditions for systems of differential equations of elliptic type. Some physically natural conditions may be formulated by a variational approach through constraint conditions. For example, the two-dimensional elasticity problem can be formulated as the minimization of a quadratic functional F(u), u = {ui,u2), over a set H satisfying Selections of H then characterize the boundary conditions. Obviously, the choice H = (//¿(fi))2 induces the (essential) Dirichlet conditions, i.e., the displacement is given on <9fi, while H = (if1 (fi))2 induces the (natural) Neumann conditions, i.e., the tractions are prescribed on dfi. In addition to these classical conditions, other types are important in applications. One of these conditions is characterized by (1.1) H = {(ui,u2) G (tf^fi))2 |mpi(s) + u2<p2(s) =0 on dfi}, where <p\ and <pi are given functions defined on dfi. These conditions are in the most simple case the symmetry conditions and in general, traction-free constraints at the boundary.
So far we have only mentioned homogeneous boundary conditions. Nonhomogeneous conditions are defined in the usual way, when the minimization of F is over a hyperplane Hv = {u + v | u € H, v G (H1 (fi))2}.
The constraint boundary condition we mentioned above is a type of essential condition. Hence, when solving such problems by the finite element method in general, and by the p or h-p versions in particular, we face the problem of implementing the nonhomogeneous boundary conditions (which are outside the finite element space).
The p and h-p versions are recent developments, where p, the degree of the elements used, is not fixed but is increasing. This is in contrast to the classical reversion, where the degree p is kept fixed. The first commercial programs available are PROBE (Noetic Tech., St. Louis) and FIESTA (ISMES, Bergamo, Italy).
The implementation of Dirichlet boundary conditions for the p-version of the finite element method has been addressed by us in [2] and [4] . A general survey on the state of the art of the p and h-p versions may be found in [1] .
In this paper we will address the implementation of the constraint conditions (1.1) in a simplified setting (to avoid notational difficulties). Section 2 deals with preliminaries and notation. In Section 3 we formulate an abstract approach, and based on it prove that the suggested finite element formulation of the constraint boundary condition leads to the optimal rate of convergence of the p-version. Section 4 addresses some implementational aspects.
2. Basic Notation and Preliminaries. 2.1. The Sobolev Spaces. Let R2 be the two-dimensional Euclidean space, x = (£1,2:2) S R2. Let fi C R2 be a bounded Lipschitzian domain with the boundary T = <3fi. We will assume that T is a Jordan curve, T = U^iTi, where T¿ are smooth open arcs with parametric description Ti = {(xi,x-¡)\xi = xiti{C}, 22 = ^,2(0. Ifl < l}i ¿ = l,...,m.
Denoting / = (-1,1), T¿ is obviously the image of J by the mapping Fi = {X,,l,2t,2},
i.e., Ti = Fi(I). If u(s) is defined on r¿, then by í/(£) = u(Fi(t¡)) we denote its transform on I. The ends of T, will be called vertices and denoted by Ai = {xiti(-l),Xit2{-l)),Bi = (1^1(1),1^2(1)). We will further assume that B{ = Ai+i, Bm = Ai, i = 1,... , m. By this, the orientation of I\ is established. In general we will denote the vertices by Ai (= B¿_i), i = 1,.. -, m. The scheme of the domain and the pertinent notation is shown in Figure 2 .1.
FIGURE 2.1
Scheme of the domain and notation.
Remark 2.1. We assumed that the domain fi is simply connected. This assumption has been made only for notational simplicity.
Remark 2.2. We assumed that the domain is Lipschitzian. Once more, our results are valid (with proper modification) in the case when, for example, some arcs coincide (as in the case of the slit domain). We have assumed that the arcs T¿ are sufficiently smooth. For the sake of simplicity we assume that they are C°° arcs (i.e., the functions xtj, i = 1,..., m, j = 1,2, are C°° functions).
By //fc(fi), k > 0 integer, we denote the usual Sobolev space of functions with square integrable derivatives on fi. The norm will be denoted by || • ||j/*(n)-If / < q < I + 1, I > 0 integer, then we define //«(fi) = {Hl(n),Hl+1(Q))e, 6 = q -/, where by {-,-)$ we denote the usual interpolated space using the /T-method (see [5] ). The scalar product (•, •)//<< and the norm || • ||f/«(n) are defined accordingly.
By Cfc(fi), k > 0 integer, we denote the space of all functions with k continuous derivatives on fi. It is possible to show that Z/fc(fi) <-> C°(fi) for k > 1, where by !-► we denote continuous imbedding. On the other hand, H1(Q) <¿ C°(fi).
For / = (-1,1), Hk(I), k > 0 is defined analogously as before. If k > 1/2, then //*(/) ^ C°(7), but Hk{I) ct C°(I) for k < 1/2.
So far we have defined Hk(I), k > 0. We will also be interested in Hk(I), k < 0. We define for k > 0 Let us remark that the sides of T and Q are each of length 2. Later we will often not distinguish between 7¿ and /.
We now define ¿Pp{Q) = {u I u is a polynomial of degree < p in each variable Xi and x2 over Q}, ¿^(T) = {u I u is a polynomial of (total) degree < p on T},
•^pCO = {w I w is a polynomial of degree < p on /}.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Then, obviously, for any Gi(2//1(fi))/ there is a unique un G ^(fi) such that
holds for any v G £P(Q). We also have l|wo||2#i(n) <C\\Gi\\(2Hi^y.
Denote ^(fi) = {u G 2//1(fi), w -p G ¿T(fi)}. J^(fi) will be called the p-hyperplane. Then our model problem is given by: Find uq G J^(fi) such that
We then have
If p = 0, then we will speak about a homogeneous constraint problem, while for p t¿ 0 we will speak about a nonhomogeneous constraint problem. We call these constraint problems because <8?(Q) ^ 2//1(fi).
There are many constraint problems in applications. We will consider the one when <T(ÍÍ) = |K,U2)G2//1(fi)|¿agu¡ i=i = 0, k = 1,2, j = l,...,m where a3 = {a¿¡} are matrices of smooth functions on Tj (say C°°(Tj)). Additional assumptions on {a¿¡} will be imposed later. Obviously, when otk,k -L otk,i = 0 for k ^ I, we get Dirichlet boundary conditions (in general we get Dirichlet conditions when a? have rank 2 for all x G Tj).
If {ßfc ¡} = 0, there is no constraint and we have the Neumann problem.
If a3 has rank 1, then we can write the constraint on Tj as a[3\ui + a[3lu2 = 0, which will be written in the form
Obviously, if p = (pi,p2), then the nonhomogeneous constraint problem is characterized on Tj by (2.4b) a(j)ui + ß{j)u2 = a{j)p! + ßu)p2.
Problems of this type are common, for example in the theory of elasticity. For simplicity of the exposition and notation we will restrict ourselves to the model problem where
Although we restrict ourselves to this special case, our results hold in general, e.g., for elasticity problems, etc. We will assume that a¿\ G C°°(Tj). In practice, we have the nonhomogeneous constraint problem defined so that (i) If {a¿¡} has rank 2 on Tj then the constraint is This enables us to transform the constraint equation to (2.7) a(jV + ßU)u2 = gU) with a{j) + ßU) = 1.
As formulated above, g^ are defined separately on each Tj. We will assume that g(]) satisfy consistency conditions, namely that there exists p = (pi,p2) G 2//1(fi) such that
These conditions have to be imposed especially at the vertices of fi.
The sides Tj where the constraint (2.6) is imposed will be called total constraint sides, while Tj where the constraint (2.7) is imposed will be called partial constraint sides. We will enumerate the total constraint sides as IY, j = l,...,mx, and the partial constraint sides as r¿ , j = mi + 1,..., m.
2.3. The p-Version of the Finite Element Method. Assume that the domain fi has been partitioned into a finite number of subdomains fi¿, i.e., fi = U"=i 0¿. We shall assume that fi¿ is the curvilinear quadrilateral fi, = 91{Q) or curvilinear triangle where Q and T are the standard square and triangle, respectively. The domains fi¿ will be called elements. We will assume that J^~-1 is a smooth one-to-one mapping of fi¿ onto Q, respectively T. It is obvious what the vertices and sides of fi¿ correspond to. If 7 is a side of fi¿, then &¡ induces mapping Fi of / onto 7 (realizing that all the sides of the standard square and triangle have the same length as /).
We shall assume the following about the partition and the mappings F¿: (a) If fi¿ fi fij = Rij t¿ 0, then Ri¿ is either a common vertex or a side of both fi¿ and fij.
(ß) If Rij = 7i,j, then we will assume that the mappings F oí I onto 7¿j induced by the mappings &¡ and &~j are identical. We denote F by Fij. This implies the following: Let A,B, the vertices of fi¿ and fi,, be the end points of 7¿j. Assume that (a\,b\) and (a2,b2) are the end points of the sides 7^ or qf such that 9i(ai) = 9j(a2) = A, 9¡(bi) = &j(b2) = B. Then, if C G 7i,j and C = &i(c\) = &j(c2), ôîcT = Ö2C2 and ci&i = C2&2.
Since we assumed that ^ are smooth mappings, the vertices of fi necessarily have to coincide with some of the vertices of fi¿. We will further assume that for any Tj there is an element fi¿ such that one of its sides coincides with r^. This assumption is made without any loss of generality.
Denote noŵ Remark. Constraints of the type considered are typical in elasticity theory. Here, «i and u2 are the displacements in the directions x\ and x2, respectively. Assume now that the displacement is constrained in the normal direction only (and is friction-free in the tangential direction). Then on the boundary, we obtain the partial constraint u\ cos <p + u2 sin <p = 0, where <p is the angle of the outer normal with the axis x\. We will assume that u0 G 2//fc(fi), jfc > 3/2. Hence du0/dn G 2//°(r¿), i -1,2, ...,m.
Let the constraints on Tj be as in Subsection 2.2, with IY, j = l,...,mi, being the total constraint sides and IY, j = mi + l,...,m, the partial constraint sides. Then it can be verified that for any v G 2//1(fi), (3.6) or
where we have assumed a*> + /?*> = 1. Moreover, for ip,ipi,ip2 and p as in (2.8)- It may be seen that the right-hand side of (3.7) defines a linear functional G2 on Wp. Then (3.6)-(3.8) show that (u0, p0) satisfy (3.1) with Fk =Gk,k = 1,2. Moreover, if we can find a unique pair (up, <pp) satisfying (3.2), then up will be precisely our finite element solution satisfying (2.10). We will now verify that the mixed method defined above satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 3.1. This in turn will lead to the existence and uniqueness of the solution (up,<pp) of (3.2) and an estimate of the rate of convergence of up to u. Obviously, a(u, v) satisfies the desired continuity and coercivity conditions. For j' apdtl = j' vpdî Vpe^-iV).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Then, with q = <p -o-,we have (3.10) WqWho'i) < Cp-^k-3^MHk-v2{I).
Now, for arbitrary v G H1 (I), we have by (3.9) //9«dí //9(«-ffi)dí . IMIff°(/)||v-ffi||ff°(/) . " _m M
Ti-¡i-= -¡r-ñ-S -¡r-ñ-S Op ||9||ffO(7), F||ffi (7) l|w||ffi(/) l|w||ffi (7) where a\ is a polynomial of degree p -2 satisfying
I|w-<7l||ff0(7) < Cp-1||u||ffi(7).
This yields (3.11) WqWh-hi) < Cp-(*-1/2)||^||ff*-3/2(/).
Interpolating (3.10), (3.11) and using the fact that F¿ is a smooth mapping, we obtain inf \\<Po,j -Xpll77-V2(r,.) < Cp-^-VWipojWHk-wpiA-
We get similar estimates for IY, j = 1,..., mi, so that (3.12) inf \\p0 -XpWw < Cp-^-^lluolliff^n).
XptWp
We now estimate inf ||uo-w;p||x-Using the results from [2] , there exist 2¿ G l£Pp(U), i = 1,2, such that II* -r||ff.(7) < Cp-(k-ll2-V\\u0\\2Hk(n), t = 0,1.
Using (3.13c), this gives ||r||ff.(7) < Cp-V-W-QWuobHun), t = 0,1. Now using Lemma 2.1, it follows that there is a w G 1^ap(fi) such that u; = 0on fi -fi, where fi is the element with the side IY^ w = t on IY^ u> = 0 on dÙ -râ nd (3.14) \H\HHa)<Cp^k-^\\uohHk{n).
Letting w%j = (w,w) G 2//1(fi), we see that Wij will satisfy (3.14) with //1(fi) replaced by 2//1(fi).
Let now wp = z + Wit = (z\,z2) + (w,w). Using (3.13b) and the fact that w(Ai) = 0, we obtain (alj(u0,i -iup,i) + ßtj(u0,2 -Wp,2))(Ai) = 0, / = ij,ij + 1.
Moreover, for ip G 13ap-2(TZj), 
3=1
This provides a bound for the first term in the right-hand side of (3.3). Hence we have proven THEOREM 3.2. Let u0 G 2Z/fc(fi), A; > 3/2. Then llWo-WpHí/íirn) < C'p~(fc~1)||tto||2/í*:(n), where uq is the exact solution and up is the finite element solution of the constrained problem, provided that uo and up exist.
The next theorem deals with the question of existence and uniqueness of (ur>, <Po) and (up,<pp). 
